Excellence in
black and white
production
varioPRINT 110/120/135 series

you can

Digital printing
with distinction
Great ideas often come from looking at things with a fresh
perspective. The varioPRINT 135, varioPRINT 120 and
varioPRINT 110 are fine examples. These monochrome
production engines utilise innovative technology to rewrite
the rulebook for image consistency, ease of operation,
system configurability and performance uptime.

Consistent high-quality printing

Advanced paper registration

Océ DirectPress® replaces multiple process
steps involving many variables with a single,
stable digital process which isn’t affected by
light, static charge, temperature, humidity,
developer or toner mixtures. It ensures you
benefit from highly stable and consistent
quality output without streaks, striping or
banding.

You can also rely on accurate duplex printing.
An intelligent sensor-controlled process
produces precise front-to-back image
registration. So you can expand your services
to include high-visibility, quality-intensive
jobs, tapping into profitable new applications.

Great output on a
wide range of media
DirectPress technology presses the image
directly onto the paper using a low fusing
temperature. This means you can use a
diverse range of media including structured
or textured stocks, allowing you to offer a
diversity of choice to customers.

Tunable print quality
in a colour world
Océ ScreenPoint® technology reproduces
perfect halftones and photographs with
exceptional resolution, dense black fill and
precise fine lines. You can print colour files
in black & white. The system supports quality
conversion to generate smooth grayscale
transitions. You can also adjust image
contrast and control the lightness or
darkness of an image with no loss of detail.

With the varioPRINT 135 series you can
consistently print high quality on a wide
range of media. Even after hundreds of
thousands of prints across jobs, time
and machines.

Empower every
operator with
PRISMAsync
Each system is driven by the PRISMAsync controller
offering operators intuitive workflow for immediate
productivity and easy management and control of
even the most complex jobs.
varioPRINT 135

varioPRINT 120

varioPRINT 110

Integrated workflow intelligence

Efficient production planning

Easy and efficient media handling

The operator panel combines controller, user
interface and engine in one integrated
concept. All system functions and settings
are accessible from the colour touch screen
and you can easily configure the system to
drive production printing, scanning, copying,
and advanced job editing.

Production planning couldn’t be easier
as the user interface displays the total
production schedule, indicating when
jobs will be finished allowing production
planning for up to eight hours in advance.
A colour coding system also alerts operators
to upcoming interventions like media refills.
Intelligent job scheduling ensures
uninterrupted production and smooth
workload planning.

A customised, define-once media catalogue
drives your workflow with all the printer
settings needed to handle media consistently
and productively. Océ Paper Logic® ensures
correct media loading even with pre-printed or
pre-punched stock, virtually eliminating errors
and waste.

Planning is easy with production
schedules clearly displayed on
the user interface allowing
intervention-free printing.

Uniformity of operation
A single operating concept across all
PRISMAsync-driven black & white and colour
printers ensures consistent job handling for
printing, scanning and copying. It makes
multiple device deployments easier as
operators spend less time at machines and
training costs are minimised.

Advanced job management
and editing

Easy integration with different
workflows

Advanced document preparation at job and
even page level can be managed from a
single point of control at the printer. This
enables last-minute changes to a document
at the printer without going back to prepress.

With the PRISMAsync controller, you can run
jobs from Kodak® Smartboard and Xerox®
FreeFlow® MakeReady workflows without
losing job ticket settings or media attributes.
The varioPRINT 135 series is designed for
full integration with Océ PRISMA solutions to
accelerate your workflow, reduce costs and
attract more print volume.

Océ DirectPress
technology
At the heart of the varioPRINT 135 series are innovative
technologies that deliver true digital printing, energy
efficiency and integrated workflow. They help to cut
your costs and increase business opportunities.

True digital print technology

Robust reliability

Traditional technology requires multiple
process steps. DirectPress converts digital
data into a toner image in a single step.

DirectPress technology uses fewer parts and
provides consistently high levels of reliability.

Cleaner work environment
Uniform, stable image
The process is unaffected by static or light.
It is highly stable in terms of performance
and quality.

DirectPress uses no electrical charging to
create the toner image so there are no
ozone emissions and neither developer
nor fuser oil are required. Plus, with toner
efficiency at 100% and an easily refillable
reservoir, there’s no toner wastage either.
It all adds up to a cleaner working
environment without the need for
expensive air filters and ventilation.

Océ HeatXchange®
Unique process

Better quality documents

Océ HeatXchange transfers up to 50% of the
heat from a printed sheet, to a sheet waiting
to be printed, as they pass each other within
the device. This patented, highly efficient
process also reduces the need for in-device
ventilation, resulting in overall energy
savings of up to 30%.

Ready-cooled printed sheets ensure no
curling or sticking and therefore highly
reliable finishing.

Océ EnergyLogic®
Smart energy use for
mixed media jobs
Océ EnergyLogic technology enables
uninterrupted production for jobs with mixed
light and heavy media. For heavy media,
the system gradually reduces speed to
maintain optimum performance without
compromising print quality. It then
resumes full speed for lighter media.

Start printing when you want
Océ EnergyLogic enables the system to start
printing, albeit at a lower speed, as soon as
sufficient power is available. The system
gradually accelerates until it warms up to its
maximum temperature and reaches
maximum speed, resulting in higher
productivity overall.

Choose a system
that fits your needs
The varioPRINT 135 series gives you everything you need: preprinted
inserting to high-capacity stacking, folding and punching to stapling,
booklet making and glue binding. Everything can be integrated into
one end-to-end solution for the hands-off workflow you demand and
the high quality documents your customers expect.

100% duplex speed

Versatile paper feed

The productive speeds of the systems are
113 A4 ipm, 123 A4 ipm and 138 A4 ipm
for the varioPRINT 110, varioPRINT 120, and
varioPRINT 135 respectively. No matter the
speed, duplex performance is always 100%
and automatic duplexing for media up to
300 gsm is available.

Four standard paper trays are conveniently
placed under the engine, saving valuable
floor space. An optional paper module
provides four additional pick points and
expands capacity up to 11,800 pages for
hours of unattended production.

Multiple scanning options
Black & white and colour scanning allows
you to offer advanced services beyond black
& white workflows. The one-pass duplex
scanner offers several scan-to options
including scan-to-file, scan-to-USB,
scan-to-email and scan-to-PRISMA.
Automated intelligence recognises photo
and text elements on every page to adapt
quality accordingly.

A wide range of media types and weights are
supported, with automatic size detection and
Océ Paper Logic® automatically ensuring
correct media orientation.
The optional feed module features air
separation and suction feed for productive
and highly reliable feed of all media.
Intelligent sensors ensure near perfect
registration accuracy, so you can handle
all jobs with confidence.

varioPRINT 135

With versatile input and
finishing options, configurable
workflow support and duplex
speeds of up to 135 images per
minute, you can find a system
that meets every need.

Configurable workflow support

Transaction Printing

ThePRISMAsync controller and user interface
can be configured exactly the way you need
them. Choose the processing modes that fit
your existing workflow and add options
when needed.

Operators can switch between document
and transaction printing effortlessly. This
means it’s possible to produce native AFP
jobs such as bills, statements, direct mail
and reports - without the need to invest
and maintain multiple systems for different
job types.

Depending on how you wish to use your
system you can make the job schedule and
DocBox (job editing) functions available to
operators. As your workflow requirements
change, you can incorporate further Océ
PRISMA software modules accordingly.

Responsible
print production

The varioPRINT 135 series lowers your
environmental impact and reduces use of
resources. It helps to differentiate your business
and attract more orders from environmentally
responsible customers.
Reduce consumption

Low power mode

Océ HeatXchange transfers the heat from
a printed sheet to a sheet waiting to be
printed. This helps to reduce energy
consumption by up to 30%.

If left idle, EnergyLogic technology ensures
that the system automatically invokes a low
power mode, quickly returning to maximum
power when required.

First-time-right output

Efficient energy consumption

Easy operation, reliable media handling
and Océ Paper Logic are just some of the
features that ensure first-time-right prints
without waste.

The highly efficient energy consumption
delivers another key benefit. With lower
heat emissions, the cooling and air
conditioning requirements are well below
those traditionally associated with high-end
production engines.

With sound environmental credentials, the
varioPRINT 135 series meets the demands
of forward-thinking print professionals.

Deliver more jobs
and faster

Productive printing is not just about speed
alone. System availability, reliability and
uptime plus efficient media handling all
contribute. With consistent performance, you
can take on more work and get more done.
Take control of your printer’s uptime
Printer Operation Care allows operators
to replace certain parts themselves in an
easy and secure way. When Canon Service
intervention is needed, an innovative
service concept ensures the shortest
turnaround time.

Assured performance month upon
month gives you the confidence to take
on more work and win new business.

Powerful
monochrome
production
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